
Ruth Hawkins’ Violet Flame Call 

 

Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, beloved Alpha and 

Omega in the heart of God in our Great Central Sun, beloved 

Saint Germain and Portia, beloved Archangel Zadkiel and Holy 

Amethyst, beloved Arcturus and Victoria, beloved Kuan Yin 

Goddess of Mercy, beloved Mother Mary and beloved Jesus, 

beloved Great Karmic Board, the entire Spirit of the Great White 

Brotherhood and the World Mother, elemental life, fire, air, 

water and earth. 

In the name, power and authority of my Holy Christ Self, 

I demand that there be a great swelling of the Violet  

transmuting Flame in through and around the planetary body.  

Double it each hour and fill the interior of the earth and 

Virgo and Pelleur's kingdom with a powerful, roaring action of 

the Violet Flame, creating such a pressure that it is forced out in 

every direction through the substance and structure of the planet. 

See that it pours through all caves, caverns and 

subterranean passages, dissolving all the old records, density and 

carnal creations. See that it forces out all entities, black 

magicians, witches, warlocks and demons, and that they are 

seized, bound, and removed from this planet forever and 

disposed of according to God's Will! 

See that this great blowtorch action of the Violet Flame 

fills the atmosphere up to 30,000 feet, and that not one atom 

escapes its purging power. Let the elementals, gnomes and 

nature spirits be stripped of their density, discord and pollution 

that has been imposed upon them by mankind through this 

transmutative action of the Violet Flame. And see that all 

mankind bathe in this great sea of Violet Fire until their four 

lower bodies are completely cleansed and purified. See that 

all purified energy is taken by angels and used for the 

freedom of the elemental kingdom and all lightbearers. And 

let all spaces that are vacant after this purging now be filled 

with an ever increasing Light until the freedom and 

ascension of all.  

Establish a mighty tidal wave of Violet Fire in the 

atmosphere of earth and see that it rolls around the planet 

with ever increasing power, force and action, rolling back 

and reversing the tide of all that cannot go into the Golden 

Age. Let it burn through all misqualification of God's pure 

energy, back through the cause and core of every spiral of 

degeneration of the seed of evil in the brains, minds and 

consciousness of all upon this planet, consuming it forever.  

And we thank thee that it is done according to God's 

Will! 
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